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Abstract
This paper will present
several
methods for adjusting clock skew variations that
occur in anaccumulativez-axisinterconnect
a delay
between
system. In such system,
modules is a function of their distance from one
another.
Clock
distribution in a high-speed
system, whereclockskew must be kept to a
minimum, becomes more challenging when module
order is variable before design.
1 . INTRODUCTION

advantages over a traditional backplane approach, the two
most important are decreasedoverall mass and volume, and
designflexibility.Sincethe modules interconnect directly
to each other, the massof a backplane is saved. In addition,
unlike a backplane based systems, additional modules can be
added without redesigning the interconnect system.
A similar but lessdensetechnology of stacked PWBs
would be a PC104basedsystem.Severalsystems
have
been built based on stacked MCMs[l,2,3]. This technology
if further volume
couldbeincorporated atalatterdate
reduction is necessary.
The X-33 AFE stack is comprised of stacking circuit
slices, which have connectorpads on two ends. These slices
are interconnected with a an elastomeric connector from
Amp Corporation.
Figure
1 shows
the
stack
in its
assembledconfiguration.Thesystem
is made up by
starting with thesystemcomputerslice,whichholds
the
CPU,memorycontroller and PC1 bridge.Therest of the
system is constructed by other 110 slices were design as
PC1 devicesormemoryexpansion on the CPU’s local bus.
The X-33 AFE consists of the following slices:

Thepurpose of this paper is to inform youof a clock
skew problem we encountered while implementinga PC1 bus
in a 3D stacked experimental flight computer for the X33
launch vehicle. This paper will first go into the background
of the X-33 AFE projectand will thenpresenttheclock
skew problem in more detail by starting with an example of
how this problem is solved in a backplanedesign.Finally,
this paper will present how our design, a cumulative z-axis
interconnect, is different than a backplane design and how
we solved the clock skew problem.
The X-33 Launch
Vehicle
is a first step in the
development of Venturestar. Venturestar is a planned
that the
Single-Stage to Orbitreusablelaunchvehicle
companieslistedbelow
are designing.The Venturestar
LaunchVehicle takes-offvertically, enters orbit,delivers
its payload, returns to Earth and lands like an airplane - all
on a single tank of gas. X33 is a prototype vehicle half the
size of Venturestar or a 1/8 volumeScalemodel,used to
test outall of the new technologiesrequired to make
Venturestar work.
is of great importance to the
Sincereducingweight
program,JPLwas
to design
an
experimental
flight
computerthatwouldbe
1/2thesize of the VME rack
designcurrently used on X33. This productwas to be
produced first as experiment and notplay a controlling
role in the spacecraft. The experiment was called the X 33 Avionics Flight Experiment.(XS3AFE)

1. PowerPC 603 SystemComputerSlice
2. MainMemorySlice
3. NonvolatilememorySlice
4. Two 3 Channel 1553 bus interface PC1 slices
5. 1773 bus interfaceslice

2 . X-33 AVIONICSFLIGHTEXPERIMENT
Forthe X-33 AFE we proposed a 3D “stacked PC1
based flight computer, based on stacked PWB technology.
The stacked module
approach
utilizes
a vertical
interconnectsystem,and thus eliminatestheneedfor
a
backplane
interconnect.
This system
several
has

Figure 1. X-33 Avionics Flight Experiment

As shown in figure 2, pin layouts exist at each endof the
board. Connections on one side implement a PC1 bus, while
connection on the other slice implement the processors local
bus

Figure 2. SystemComputer Slice
Figure 3 show the slice to slice interconnect mechanism.
The connections are madeby means of a vertical connector
called an elastomer. These elastomers slip into fiberglass
holderswhich are placedbetweentheslices.The
entire
assembly is then bolted together with brackets at the ends
to reduce any bowing, and provide compression.

In the first clockcycle theInitiatordecides to start a
transactionand asserts its FRAME# lineaboutthe same
time it also places the Target'saddress on the bus. At the
start of thesecondclockcycle
theTarget sees that
FRAME# is asserted, and according to PC1 requirements
it latches what is on the address bus on the same clock
edge. I t will then take 1 to 3 clock cycles to decide whether
the transaction is intended for it or not.
That's what is supposed to happen if all goes well. In the
case ofclockskew, the clockbetween an Initiatorand a
Targetwereskewedabout 3 ns as shown in the bottom
diagram. The clock of the initiator is shown in black above
the target which is shown in red. This skew would have
goneunnoticed if notforthefactthattheInitiator,
a
MPClO6chip,was so fast. In the first clockcycle the
Initiatorwould assert FRAME# within 2ns of the rising
edge of theclock it saw.Sincethe
Target's clockwas
skewed by more than this, plus the travel timeof the signal,
it saw frame asserted in clock cycle 1 instead of clock cycle
2 as in the previous case, and would latch whatever was m
the address bus in that clockcycle.Though the Initiator
asserted FRAME# quickly, it longerthen the set-up time
for the 32 lines of the address bus to stabilize , resulting
in the Target latching in potentialy garbage data.
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Figure 3. Interconnect
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1 . THECLOCKSKEW
PROBLEM
Tounderstand the problemyouneed
to understand a
littleabout how PC1 bus works.[4] PC1 is a synchronous
bus protocol. All transactions occur on the rising edge of
the PC1 clock that is received by all PC1 devices. An
Initiator is a device that starts a transaction and a Target
is a device that responds. The top half figure 4 shows the
beginning of atransaction where there is m clockskew
betweentheInitiatorand
Target, bothdevices see the
identical clock timing.
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Figure 4. TheClockSkewTimingProblem

2 . COMPACTPCl'sBACKPLANESOLUTION
In a 4 slot compact PC1 backplane,the first slot is for
thesystemcard ormaincomputerandclock
generation,
plug-in
whiletheother
three slots are forperipheral
cards. Compact PC1 (CPCI)solves this problem quite
simply.[5]CPCl is design to ensurethatthe clocklines
going to each peripheral card are all the same length, since
the impedance ofall the connectors are the same and the
trace impedance on the backplane is constant, This results
in the delay from the system master to any peripheral card
a constant.

In addition,clocklength is spec’ed for allPC1 plug-in
cards as the following diagram shows. Clock lengths are to
be 2.5M.1”while data lines, to give them a head start in a
race conditionare to be less than 1.5”.
Thetotalclocksignallength is thesumof the distance
fromtheclock generator on thesystemboard, plus the
the
distance through the 3U connector,lengthalong
up through
the
peripheral
board’s
backplane
back
connector and finallyto the chip on the peripheral board.
from an edge
CPCl tightly specifiesthedistance
connector to the component on any peripheral board. Since
these values are also fixed, CPCl design makes up for any
differences in clocklength by serpentining the clock lines
throughthebackplane, as shown in thefollowing figure.
Clockdistribution is therefore backplane dependent and
left to the discretion of the designer. In this design both
clocklines
are equalized,sincethedistancetraveled
through the backplane is equal. To make the design easier,
clocks are shared by T-ing the line between the two middle
slots.

d

Figure 6. Z-Axis CumulativeInterconnect
For our design we chose the following design objectives.
We wanted to eliminate clock skew,but we also desired the
design of theslices to allow
them
to bepositioned
anywhere in the stack. We wanted to have some generic
rules to apply to allofourPC1
Peripheral Slices. We also
wanted to use an adapter board to convert from our
elastomeric connector to CPCl. This wouldallow us to use
off the shelf CPCl bus analyzers and Ethernet card.

4 . Z-AXIS INTERCONNECT

Figure 5. A 4 SlotCompact PC1 Backplane

3 . Z-AXISINTERCONNECT
In a cumulative z-interconnect design, boardsare stacked
on top of thesystemslice,thebussedlinesgo
through
additional
elastomeric
connectors.
The
fact
that
the
farther you are away from the master the more connectors
you need to go through results in additional delay for some
modules. In this picture, you can see that the clock line for
PC1Device 1 is shorter than PC1 Device 2. Since there is
nobackplane this leaves us with fewer options to equalize
the clock lengths among the peripheral slices. .

PC1 Device 2

SOLUTION

Figure 7 shows one of the steps in how wesolved the
problem. By making all of the clock lines the same electrical
length by varying delay lines lengths located on the system
slice. I sayelectricalbecause
as yougo through each
elastomer, you add additional capacitance to theclockline
and round it over and thus adding an additional delay.
Let’slook at thelength of the clockline to the nearest
peripheral slice, the one directly above the system board.
From the clock generator, the signal goes through a delay
line to the edgeof the system board through the elastomer
and down a given distance to theperipheralslices
PC1
component. For any otherboard m e k-elastomersaway
from thesystemboard, we shortenedthe delayline to
compensate. The result is thesumofallof
the lengths is
more or less constant.

Figure 7. Clock Design Rules
In addition, we placed the system slice in the center of
thestack
and worked with the clocks
symmetrically
outward. This is illustrated in Figure 8. So twoslices m
equal distance away from the system slice share the same
clock.Wealsopulled in the distance from the elastomeric
padlayout to the PC1component so when theslicewas
to
attached to an adapter board,theassemblyfellclose
the 2.5 clock line requirement.
PC1 Device 2

n.

Figure 9 Implementation
You can clearly see thesignificantlines.Thelong
one
corresponding to the board closest to the system slice and
to theslices
theshortjumperwirefortheclockline
farthest away.Weused 28 gage coax to makethedelay
lines and only jumpered the slices differently depending cn
their position.
We had a stack of 5 PC1 devices and two memory boards,
andwewereable to attach an adapter boardand use m
external Ethernet card and a CPCl bus analyzer.
Although this is not the most elegant solution in the
world, the most important thing is that it worked.
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Figure 9 is a picture of theactualimplementation.The
picture is madeuglier by our bringing a connector out by
pigtails to theside of theboard,forsystemdebug
purposes.
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